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STATE SCHOOL TEACHERS’ UNION - ENTERPRISE BARGAINING AGREEMENT 

187. Hon GIZ WATSON to the minister representing the Minister for Employment Protection: 
(1) What is the government doing to honour the commitment of former Premier Gallop to protect workers 

in Western Australia against the excesses of the federal government’s industrial relations agenda and to 
assist the State School Teachers’ Union of WA to gain protection from the federal government’s 
WorkChoices industrial relations laws and to register its current enterprise bargaining agreement in the 
Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission?   

(2) Is there any explanation for the Department of Education and Training and the Department of 
Consumer and Employment Protection’s apparent unwillingness to assist the State School Teachers’ 
Union of WA in registering its current enterprise bargaining agreement in the WAIRC? 

Hon KIM CHANCE replied: 
On behalf of the minister representing the Minister for Employment Protection, I thank the member for some 
notice of this question. 

(1) The Western Australian government has announced that it is participating in a High Court challenge to 
the constitutional validity of the federal government’s federal industrial relations changes, which is to 
be heard in May 2006.  In addition, the Labour Relations Legislation Amendment Bill 2006 was 
introduced into, and the second reading speech given in, the Legislative Assembly on 30 March 2006.  
The bill seeks to improve the safety net for all Western Australian employees by enabling a state wage 
case to be heard by the WA Industrial Relations Commission as federal legislation has removed the role 
of the Australian Industrial Relations Commission in conducting a national wage case.  The bill protects 
and improves the minimum entitlements available to Western Australian employees such as long 
service leave, carer’s leave and parental leave.  The government has committed to protect the existing 
entitlements of public sector employees currently provided by federal and state awards and agreements.  
The government is considering all options available to protect public sector employees. 

The Department of Education and Training is not considered to be caught by the federal legislation.  
The State School Teachers’ Union of WA and the department have an existing federal certified 
agreement, the contents of which are preserved under federal transitional arrangements.  This means the 
teachers’ conditions will continue to be covered by the terms of the existing certified agreement.  The 
minister has recently advised the State School Teachers’ Union of WA that any replacement agreement 
will be registered in the state system.  It is his understanding that all existing conditions along with any 
negotiated outcomes will form the new state agreement.   

(2) As I have explained, existing industrial arrangements will continue for teachers covered by the certified 
agreement.  They will not be subject to the federal system and, as a new state agreement is imminent, 
there is no need for an interim agreement.   

 


